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King Mithradates, known through 
antiquity as the Poison King, was one of 

Greece’s most powerful and deadly kings. 

After his Father’s death, 
the young king studied the 
art of toxicology, and he 
concocted many potions 

that made him invincible to 
the deadliest of poisons…

nectar of 
oleander, 

toxic rhododendrons, 

snake 
venom,

quick-
silver,

even 
arsenic.

Mithradates stunned 
assassins time and again 
by imbibing poisoned wine 
and venom-laced meals 
causing the legend of 

his invincibility to spread 
across the land.

No amount of potions or royal soldiers 
could protect Mithradates from his 

beleaguered subjects. After generations 
of tyranny they revolted and stormed 

his castle, sending the Poison King and his 
royal army FLeeing for their lives.

Over time, he became a twisted 
tyrant, ruling Pontus with an iron 

Fist and employing a ruthless army 
to carry out his cruel bidding. 

Knowing his foes would stop at nothing to see him deposed, Mithradates trained in 
combat, becoming a warrior and expert swordsman. His secret potions not only made the 

king invincible to poisons but also made him stronger and faster than most other mortals 
but while his concoctions kept Mithradates’ body strong, they also poisoned his mind.

Having witnessed his Father, the King of Pontus, 
murdered by an assassin’s poison at a royal feast, 
Mithradates vowed never to suffer the same fate.
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Once upon a time…



After months of brooding at the 
sea, Mithradates and his soldiers 

came upon a peaceful and uncharted 
land far from any kingdom.

Though he conquered 
the town with ease, 
Mithradates and his 
men quickly learned 
that they could not 

easily tame the strange 
wilderness that lay 
beyond its borders.

Rumors swirled of great 
beasts, foul magicians 

and the risen dead…

The terrain of this new kingdom 
was equally terrifying. Ominous 

mountains, gaping caves, and 
FIELds of sinking sand abounded. 

Alien plants 
proliferated in 

the wild. 

Realizing his tonics and potions 
might be ineffective in this exotic 
new land, Mithradates demanded 
the help of the local apothecary 
to ensure his invincibility against 
the natural toxins of the region. 

To understand these new dangers, 
Mithradates began to experiment on 

his enslaved subjects – injecting 
them with venoms and exposing them 

to the poisons to observe their 
effects on the human body and mind. And then 

one night… 

They came for you! 

You were swept from your 
home, locked in a cell, and 
exposed to a noxious fume 

that fevered your brain, 
dulled your senses, and 

weakened your limbs.

But the poison could 
not break your courage! 
Rebelling and undaunted, 
you overcame the guard 
and escaped your cell in 

the dark of the night, 

stealing your 
antidote’s ingredient 

list from the 
apothecary’s book. 

You freed the other 
poisoned prisoners

but your fellow inmates had 
gone mad from the unknown 

poisons coursing through their 
veins! They chased you from the 

prison and into the wild in search 
of their own antidotes.

…and there were even whispers of a 
great three-headed dragon that had 

never been defeated. 

Landing on the isle’s exotic shores, Mithradates and 
his royal army sacked the unsuspecting natives and 
enslaved the village, claiming dominion over the new 

lands and dubbing it the Kingdom of New Pontus.
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Once Mithradates discovered the 
prison break, he too, pursued you 

into the wild, his royal army in tow…

Getting weaker by the 
minute and running for your 

life, you quickly realize 
that it’s you against the 

world in your…
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Game Components:
• 1 Game Board
• 6 Wooden Colored Pawns
• 6 Wooden Colored Breath Trackers
• 6 Sets of 10 Ingredient Cards (60 total)
• 50 Monster Cards
• 18 Meddling Cards
• 10 Loot Cards
• 8 Drop Cards
• 1 10-Sided Battle Die
• 1 6-Sided Movement Die
• 1 Wooden Debris Token

Objective: 
The first player to 

collect all the ingredients 
needed for his/her 

antidote and return to 
the Apothecary’s hut 
in the center of town 

before “expiring” wins 
the game!™
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Preparing the Game 
Each player selects a colored 
pawn, the corresponding 
breath-tracker token, and the 
corresponding deck of ten 
Ingredient Cards.

Players place their pawns on the Apothecary’s 
hut in the center of the board and place their 
breath-tracker tokens on the number 50 on the 
breath tracker.

Next, players shuffle their ten Ingredient Cards and randomly select four 
ingredients. These will represent the ingredients they will need to collect 
for their unique antidotes. Players will place their four Ingredient Cards on 
the table in front of them face-up with the black vial at the top. Each player’s 
remaining six Ingredient Cards can be returned to the box.



Card # 145
Master Monsters
Title: Dragophant
Monster Level: 10 This is a beast 

beyond memory, 
born at the dawn 

of evil. Wielding its 
impenetrable girth 
and fiery breath, 
this creature has 
demolished every 
being it has ever 

encountered. 
Good luck!

Dragophant10
level

*If vIctorIous, you fashIon the 
Dragon WIng glIDer!

Card # 140
Master Monsters
Title: Gern-Dern Rattlestaff
Monster Level: 9

Corrupted by black 
magic, this fallen 

wizard now walks a 
path of darkness. His 

evil is ancient and more 
powerful than any 

you’ve ever encountered. 
Your defeat is 

practically imminent.

Gern-Dern 
Rattlestaff

9
level

*If vIctorIous, you pIck up 
 the Battle-Worn staff!

Card # 144
Master Monsters
Title: Sorceress of The Abyss
Monster Level: 9

A demoness from 
the depths of the 
darkest dimension. 

This dealer of 
destruction pollutes 

day with night and 
corrupts life with 

death. She will 
unsheathe your soul!

Sorceress of 
The Abyss

9
level

*If vIctorIous, you dIscover the 
seeIng stone!

Card # 143
Master Monsters
Title: Resurrected Baroness
Monster Level: 9

Foolish idolaters raised 
her with spells beyond 
their comprehension, 
and what they have 

summoned from beyond 
the grave is more 

ghastly and treacherous 
than anything they 

could have imagined! She 
is evil personified.

Resurrected 
Baroness

9
level

*If vIctorIous, you acquIre the 
sIgIl rIng!

Card # 146
Master Monsters
Title: King Mithridates
Monster Level: 10

Villainy and bloodlust 
are the hallmarks of 
his tyrannous reign, 
and nothing delights 
him more than seeing 
his subjects suffer. 

The hunt is up! He has 
found you! Now more 

than ever, it is 
DO or DIE!

King Mithridates 
(AND HIS ROYAL ARMY)

10
level

*If vIctorIous, you collect 
the KIng’s crown and cape!

Card # 103
Master Monsters
Title: Bloated Gnome
Monster Level: 3 He may not be 

fast, he may not be 
strong, he may not 
be dangerous, but 

he certainly is quite 
bloated. Mind his 

musty belch!

Bloated Gnome3
level

Card # 102
Master Monsters
Title: Bubble Beast
Monster Level: 2 Careful! At any 

moment, this gassy 
beast can overcome 
you, so long as it 

does not encounter 
a sharp twig or 

pointy rock. Gurgle! 
Burble! Pop!

Bubble Beast2
level

Card # 137
Master Monsters
Title: Tentacleaves
Monster Level: 8 Making the most of 

a witch’s curse, this 
monstrous 

and murderous 
freak-man has 

armed himself with 
a hatchet in each 
of his accursed 

tentacles. He’s ready 
to slice, dice, mince, 

and mangle you!

Tentacleaves8
level

*Defeating such a formiDable foe 
inspires you. gain 5 breaths!

Card # 145

Master Monsters
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Card # 146Master MonstersTitle: King Mithridates
Monster Level: 10

Villainy and bloodlust 

are the hallmarks of 

his tyrannous reign, 

and nothing delights 

him more than seeing 

his subjects suffer. 

The hunt is up! He has 

found you! Now more 

than ever, it is 
DO or DIE!

King Mithridates 
(AND HIS ROYAL ARMY)

10
level

*If vIctorIous, you collect 

the KIng’s crown and cape!
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Now, find the two Level-Ten Monsters in 
the deck of 50 Monster Cards: King 
Mithradates and the Dragophant.
Temporarily set them to the 
side, shuffle the remaining 48 
Monster Cards, and then split the 
deck into two equal stacks.

Take King Mithradates and the 
Dragophant and mix them both into 
one of the two stacks, and then take 
that stack and place it on top of the other one.

Now, drawing from the top of the deck of 50 Monster Cards, place them 
face-down, one at a time, in each of the ten Monster Deck spaces on the 
board. Go around five times until each Monster Deck has five cards in it.



Card # 16
Master Loot
Title: Instant Victory

Play this card once against 
any monster and defeat it 
instantly. Also, collect 
any bonuses or drops 

that the defeated monster 
may have left behind.

Instant Victory

Card # 18
Master Loot
Title: Summoned Fighter

Select a fellow player to 
battle a monster on your 
behalf. That player is now 

teleported to the spot behind 
you on the board and must 

battle the monster until it is 
defeated while incurring all 
damage and gaining no drops 
or bonuses that are intended 
for you. That player will start 

his/her turn in that space.

Summoned Fighter

Card # 17
Master Loot
Title: Fortune Teller

These monuments, located 
across the land, help you to see 
what others cannot. At the start 
of your next five turns, you may 
glance at the top card of any 
monster deck to discover what 

lies in wait. This insight will 
allow you to proceed confidently 

or wisely find a new path.

Fortune Teller

Card # 11
Master Loot
Title: Wizard’s Intervention

You encounter a powerful 
wizard during your journey 

and his magic is able to 
partially cure your poison. 
Select one item from your 

ingredient list. You no longer 
have to collect that item due 

to your improved health.

Wizard’s Intervention

Card # 10
Master Loot
Title: Sidekick

Your sidekick will automatically 
defeat any monster you 

encounter that is Level Five or 
below. Also, you can sacrifice 

your Sidekick against any 
Monster Level Six or above. 

Thus reducing that monster’s 
Level by five. Once you 

sacrifice your Sidekick, though, 
he is removed from the game.

Sidekick

Card # 13
Master Loot
Title: My Kingdom for a Boat.

This card allows you to 
travel swiftly from boat 

to boat and instantly 
circumnavigate the board. 
You may use this sea-faring 
advantage throughout the 

game to help you travel 
quickly and safely.

My Kingdom 
for a Boat

Card # 21

Master Meddling

Title: Can I See That?

You may b
orrow another 

playe
r’s reward card or 

dropped item to assist yo
u in 

your quest. U
se this item for 

the duratio
n of yo

ur turn, 

and return it t
o its rightful 

owner when done.

Can I See That?
Card # 20
Master MeddlingTitle: Condition Worsens!

Select a player whose 
condition you’d like to see 
worsen. Now that player 

must collect an additional 
ingredient of your choosing 

in order to be cured by 
the Apothecary.

Condition Worsens!

Card # 19Master Meddling
Title: Vile Winds

After another player’s 

turn, Vile Winds blow him/

her back to where the turn 

started. This player loses 

any ingredients or drops 

collected during the turn, 

returns any reward cards 

gained, and places any 

monsters defeated during 

the turn back atop the deck 

from whence they came. That 

player’s turn is now over.

Vile Winds!

Card # 23
Master Meddling

Title: Fallen Debris!

C
ollect the debris token 

and place it on any path that 

does not directly lead to an 

ingredient or rew
ard card. 

That path w
ill be blocked for 

the remainder of the game.

Fallen Debris!
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Next, shuffle the ten Loot Cards and randomly select four: one for each 
corner of the board. One will be placed face-up in each corner of the board 
on the designated Loot Card treasure chests. The six remaining Loot Cards 
are returned to the box and are out of play for the game.

Finally, The 18 Meddling Cards are shuffled 
and dealt to the players: 
• In a game with two players, five Meddling   
 Cards are distributed to each player. 
• In a game with three players, four Meddling  
 Cards are distributed to each player. 
• In a game with four or more players, three   
 Meddling Cards are distributed to each player. 
Meddling Cards are dealt face-down and go into the 
player’s hand.



Card # 2
Master Drops
Title: Sigil Ring

If victorious, you 
acquire the resurrected 
Baroness’s Sigil Ring. 

The ring gives you 
five breaths for each 
ingredient you collect 

or have collected 
toward your antidote.

Sigil Ring Card # 8
Master Drops
Title: Seeing Stone

If victorious, you gain the 
Sorceress of the Abyss’s 
seeing stone and may redo 
one movement roll each 

turn for the remainder of 
the game, without penalty. 

Move the number of 
spaces of the higher roll.

Seeing Stone

Card # 7
Master Drops
Title: Satchel of Plunder

If victorious, you 
rifle through 

the Monstrous 
Troll’s Satchel 
of Plunder. You 
discover a trove 

of treasures, 
including one 

of your needed 
ingredients! 
 Select one.

Satchel of 
Plunder

Card # 4
Master Drops
Title: Knight’s Sword & Shield

If victorious, you now 
wield the Rogue Knight’s 
Sword and Shield. All the 

monsters you face for 
the remainder of the game 

will have their power 
reduced by two levels.

Knight’s Sword 
& Shield
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The debris token and the eight 
Drop Cards are put to the side 
until they come into play – if they 
come into play.

Objective:
The first player to collect all of the 
ingredients needed for his/her antidote and 
return to the Apothecary’s hut in the center 
of town before expiring wins the game!

Rules & Gameplay:
Health:
Each player starts with 50 “breaths.” Every time a player rolls the 6-sided 
movement die or a 10-sided battle die, he/she loses a breath and gets one 
step closer to expiring. All players’ breaths are tracked around the edges 
of the board on the breath tracker grid. If any player is reduced to zero 
breaths, that player expires and is out of the game.  
 * Tip: Select one player at the start of the game to manage the 
   breath tracker. 
 ** Note: Even with bonuses, no player may have more than 50 breaths  
  at any point during the game.

Movement:
Each player will start his/her turn rolling the 6-sided movement die to 
determine how many spaces to move on the board. That player may 
choose any path and may move spaces forward and/or backward in any 
direction, even in the same turn.

 * Remember: Each time a player rolls the 6-sided movement die, 
  he/she loses a breath on the breath tracker!

Fighting a Monster :
A Monster fight is triggered when a player approaches a Monster Deck 
and lands on a red space leading to the Monster Deck. However, if a 
player lands on a red space while traveling away from a Monster Deck, no 
Monster fight is triggered. In other words, if traveling in the same direction 
as the red arrow is pointing, you enter combat; if traveling in the opposite 
direction of the arrow, no combat is triggered (see examples on Page 9).



Card # 102
Master Monsters
Title: Bubble Beast
Monster Level: 2 Careful! At any 

moment, this gassy 
beast can overcome 
you, so long as it 

does not encounter 
a sharp twig or 

pointy rock. Gurgle! 
Burble! Pop!

Bubble Beast2
levelLEVEL
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When a Monster fight is triggered, a player flips the top card of the Monster 
Deck and must defeat the revealed Monster before moving on… or die 
trying. Players may also retreat and reverse direction if they have any 
movements left from their movement roll.

The Monster’s level is listed at the top of the 
Monster Card. 

To defeat the Monster, a player must 
roll the 10-sided battle die and get a 
number that is equal to or higher than 
the Monster’s level. The player rolls until 
the Monster is defeated or until he/she 
decides to retreat. Once a Monster is 
defeated, it is put in a discard pile on 
the table.

Remember: Each time a player rolls the 10-sided battle die, he/she loses a 
breath on the breath tracker.

Tip: Since a player stops moving when a Monster fight is triggered, the 
6-sided movement die should be adjusted to reflect how many moves the 
player has after the battle. Since some Monster fights can take a while, this 
is a great way to remind the player how many spaces he/she can move 
beyond the Monster Deck once the fight is over (or how many spaces can 
be used to retreat).

Note: Monster Decks do not count as a space, so once a Monster is 
defeated or a Monster Deck is entirely cleared, the player may glide over 
the Monster Deck to the next step on the path.



Monster Fight 
Triggered!

No Monster 
Fight triggered: 
traveling away from 

Monsters

Monster Fight 
triggered: 

traveling toward 
Monsters

STOP and 
defeat Monster 

before advancing

Flip the top card to 
see what Monster lies 

in wait!

3

1

2
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Fighting Monsters
Example 1:
The blue player triggers a 
Monster fight when landing 
on the red space and traveling 
toward the Monster Deck.

*If the blue player defeats the 
Monster, he/she can continue 
on their quest for the antidote 
and take any remaining moves 
from their movement roll.

*If the blue player defeats the 
Monster and has no spaces left 
from the movement roll, he/she joins the green player in victory lane to wait 
until the start of their next turn to continue their quest. The blue player’s 
next turn starts without another Monster fight.

*If the Monster proves too difficult to defeat and the blue player has 
movement left, he/she can retreat before or during the Monster fight. If the 
blue player triggers the Monster fight and has no movement left, then he/
she must defeat the Monster or die trying.

Example 2:
The blue player rolls a four 
on the movement roll and 
triggers a Monster fight 
on his/her move. If the blue 
player defeats the Monster, 
he/she may continue on 
their journey and not trigger 
another Monster fight when 
landing on a red space and 
traveling away from the 
Monster Deck.



Card # 19Master Meddling
Title: Vile Winds

After another player’s 

turn, Vile Winds blow him/

her back to where the turn 

started. This player loses 

any ingredients or drops 

collected during the turn, 

returns any reward cards 

gained, and places any 

monsters defeated during 

the turn back atop the deck 

from whence they came. That 

player’s turn is now over.

Vile Winds!

Card # 61
Master Ingredient (Blue)
Title: Flower of Field
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Bonuses & Drops:
Some high-level Monsters, though difficult to beat, may offer helpful 
bonuses or valuable drop items that can greatly assist a player. Bonuses 
and drops are listed at the bottom of high-level Monster’s cards. Some 
drops benefit the player for the remainder of the game while others are 
used once and then discarded.

Meddling:
Meddling Cards can be used at any point during the game to 
hinder fellow players from advancing. Meddling Cards can 
also be traded in at any time to regain five breaths on the 
breath tracker. Once a Meddling Card is used or traded in, 
it is discarded from the game.

Collecting Loot and Ingredients:
To collect an ingredient, a player must land on the 
corresponding starred green space on the board. Once an 
ingredient is collected, the player flips his/her corresponding 
Ingredient Card.

To collect loot, a player must land on the starred yellow space that abuts 
it. If a player gets a Loot Card, it is added to his/her hand and may be used 
at any time. Like drops, Some Loot Cards give players temporary abilities 
while others award advantages.
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Dueling:
During a player’s turn, if he/she ever occupies the same space as another 
player, then he/she may challenge that player to a duel. A player can only 
challenge another player to a duel when that other player has an ingredient 
that the challenger still needs.
During the duel, each player rolls the 10-sided battle die. Whoever has the 
highest roll wins, and in case of a tie, the advantage goes to the challenged 
player. If the challenger wins the duel, he/she takes the needed ingredient 
item from the challenged player, who now has to either go back and get the 
ingredient again or give chase to get it back. If the challenged player wins, 
then the challenger automatically loses 5 breaths and cannot duel that 
player again this turn.

Note: Players may use any applicable Drop Cards or Loot Cards during 
their duels.

Looting:
If a player runs out of breath, his/her pawn is left on the spot of expiration. 
Each other player may loot the body if they ever occupy the same space as 
the expired player’s pawn. A player may only loot an expired pawn once 
per turn and only for needed ingredient items or unused or perpetual drop 
or Loot Cards.

Ending the Game:
The first player to return to the Apothecary’s hut with all of the necessary 
ingredients for his/her antidote is victorious! Sometimes, though, all 
players expire and the game wins!

Frequently Asked Questions:
How do you determine who is first?
 • At the start of the game, each player rolls the 10-sided battle die.  
  Whoever has the highest roll goes first. In case of a tie, re-roll until  
  someone is victorious.

Does the center of the board (the Apothecary’s hut) count as a space?
 • Yes

When I play the “Condition Worsens” Meddling Card, how do I choose the 
extra ingredient for my opponent?
 • Select an extra ingredient from the targeted player’s six unused   
  Ingredient Cards that have been set aside for this game.
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How can I use those four starred blue boat spaces on the board?
 • The only player that can use those four spaces is the player who gets  
  the “My Kingdom for a Boat” Loot Card. If that card is not in play  
  during a game, then those boat spaces cannot be used.

If I play “The Doctor is Out” Meddling Card and there are no Monsters left 
on the board for the targeted player to defeat, what happens?
 • In this case, the player has to leave town and enter through 
  another entrance.

How do I get to a Loot Card space? It looks like there is a gap in the path. Do 
I glide over that gap?
 • Yes.

Credits
Game Design: Tom Deschenes
Brand Manager: Jason Brenner
Product Manager: Bubby Johanson
Graphic Design: Krista Timberlake
Project Managers: Christine Marsolini, Louise Bateman 
Director of Creative Services: Mike Eggleston
President, Upper Deck Company: Jason Masherah
Box, Card & Gameboard Art: Scott Sherman
Additional Game Development: Rob Ford
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Card # 77
Master Ingredient (Green)
Title: Bone of Graveyard

Card # 4
Master Drops
Title: Knight’s Sword & Shield
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Card # 23
Master Meddling
Title: Fallen Debris!

Collect the debris token 
and place it on any path that 
does not directly lead to an 
ingredient or reward card. 

That path will be blocked for 
the remainder of the game.

Fallen Debris!

Card # 11
Master Loot
Title: Wizard’s Intervention

You encounter a powerful 
wizard during your journey 

and his magic is able to 
partially cure your poison. 
Select one item from your 

ingredient list. You no longer 
have to collect that item due 

to your improved health.

Wizard’s Intervention
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Card Types – Quick Guide
Ingredient Cards:

There are six different decks of ten Ingredient Cards. At the start of the 
game, each player takes the deck corresponding with the color of his/
her pawn and breath token, shuffles the deck, and randomly selects 
four ingredients that will make up his/her unique antidote for this game. 
Players place their ingredients in front of them face-up with black 
vial at the top. When a player collects an ingredient by reaching the 
corresponding green space on the board, that ingredient is flipped so the 
“collected” colored vial is now at the top.

Monster Cards:
The 50 Monster Cards are shuffled and distributed face-down on the 
Monster Deck spaces on the board at the start of the game. Go around the 
board five times so each of the ten Monster Deck spaces has a stack of 
five Monsters lying in wait. Monsters range from level two through level 
ten, and a Monster is defeated by rolling a number on the 10-sided battle 
die that matches or exceeds the Monster’s level. Defeating more powerful 
Monsters may earn a player extra breaths or a valuable drop item. These 
instances will be noted at the bottom of certain Monster Cards.

Drop Cards:
There are eight Drop Cards. A Drop Card is gained when a player 
beats a Monster that is level nine or ten. Each of these high-level 
Monsters has a unique Drop Card associated with it, and each Drop 
Card offers a special bonus that can be very beneficial to the player 
that inherits it.

Meddling Cards:
18 Meddling Cards allow for players to meddle with one another and 
hinder their opponents’ progress. At the start of the game, shuffle 
the Meddling Cards and randomly distribute them face-down to the 
players: Five cards a piece in a game with two players, four cards a 
piece in a game with three players, and three cards a piece in a game 
with four players of more players. Meddling Cards go into a player’s 
hand and can be played at any time against an opponent. A Meddling 
Card can also be discarded at any time in exchange for five breaths on  

         the breath tracker.

Loot Cards:
The ten Loot Cards are shuffled at the start of each game, and four 
are randomly selected. Each of these cards will be placed in its 
own corner of the board face-up on the Loot Card spaces, and the 
remaining six Loot Cards will be out of play for this game.
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Alternative Ways to Play:
Kid Friendly: No Meddling Cards are dealt or used, but the remainder of 
the game stays the same.

Cooperative Play: Remove all Meddling Cards, and each player’s pawn 
is put in the center of the board. The group plays together as a team and 
draws a random ingredient from a single deck for each player in the game. 
(Four players equals four ingredients; six players equals six ingredients.) 
Working together, the team will need to collect all of the items and return 
them to the Apothecary before expiring. Unlike a traditional game, the team 
starts with only 25 breaths, so the token is placed on the number 25 on the 
breath tracker representing the team’s health. Everyone goes their separate 
ways and try to get back with all the ingredients in time!

Flip Flop Play: Deal all of the Monster Cards and Meddling Cards face-
up, and deal all the Loot Cards and ingredients face-down. Otherwise, the 
game is played the same as the original.

Around the World Play: Each player starts on a different ingredient 
space rather than in the center of the board. To win, a player must collect 
each of the 10 ingredients before expiring, and all Meddling, Drop, Loot, 
and Monster Cards function normally. Also, the last ingredient you must 
get is the one on which you started.

Sweet Play: The game is played as normal, but with no dueling. Instead, 
players are allowed to collect any ingredient, even if it’s not one of the four 
needed for his/her antidote, and may give ingredients to other players if 
they occupy the same space.

Sour Play: The game is played as normal, but players may duel one 
another for Loot and Drop Cards in addition to the Ingredient Cards. Plus in 
this version, players may duel one another for any ingredient, even if they 
don’t need it. This allows you to win an ingredient from someone else and 
trash it if desired, thus preventing that player chasing you for it and causing 
that player to have to go back and get it all over again.

Winner Take All Play: The game is played as normal, but rather 
than having each person draw four Ingredient Cards for themselves 
from their individual decks, one player draws four Ingredient Cards from 
the same deck that all the players will be scrambling for. Place the four 
Ingredient Cards in the center of the board. Once a player makes it to the 
corresponding space, he/she gets the Ingredient Card, and that will be 
the only one in play. All the other players will need to chase that player 
and duel him/her to obtain it. The first person to get all four ingredients –  
either by collecting them normally and/or dueling their foes for them – 
and returning to the center of town will win the game.
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